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Genetic variability and heritability for different characters were studied in luffa cylindrica with 30 genotypes. High magnitude of

genotypic and phenotypic variance were observed for all the characters viz., days to appear first male flower, days to appear first

female flower, node umber at which first female flower appear, number of fruit per plant, fruit weight, fruit length, fruit diameter,

number of seeds per fruit, 100- seed weight, and marketable fruit yield per plant. High estimates of heritability along with high

genetic advance were recorded for marketable fruit yield per plant, fruit length and number of fruit per plant which indicated the

effectiveness of additive gene action. Thus these traits could be used effectively in developing high yielding varieties of sponge gourd.
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INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of selection mainly depends upon the

extent of genetic variability present in a population.

The estimates of genetic and phenotypic coefficient of

variation, heritability and its components are useful in

designing an effective breeding progammes. The present

study was,  therefore,  conducted to find out the extent of

variability, heritability and genetic advance for different

yield contributing components of sponge gourd.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The material consisted of 30 genotypes and was

grown in Randomized Block Design in three replications

each entry was grown in two rows of five plants spaced

at 1.5 m x 1.5 m at Vegetable Research Station, Jagudan,

during Kharif 2007-08. The observations for different

characters were recorded on five randomly selected

plants in each replication. The analysis of variance of the

design was done by using mean values of the characters.

Genetic estimates were calculated as per procedure

suggested by Johnson et al. (1955) and Burton (1952).

RESULTS  AND ANALYSIS

Estimates of different genetic parameters are

presented in Table 1. The analysis of variance for the

characters revealed that the mean sum of squares were

highly significant which indicated the presence of high

genetic variability. Estimates of genotypic and phenotypic

variance revealed that number of seeds per fruit exhibited

the highest phenotypic (4542.97) and genotypic variance

(3490.1) followed by fruit weight, fruit length and days to

appear first female flower.

The genotypic and phenotypic coefficient of variations

were of the same magnitude indicated the absence of

environmental interaction on the characters. The

difference between gcv and pcv were observed to be

comparatively low for all characters which suggested all

these characters had less influence by environment, thus

confirming the results of Abusaleha and Dutta (1990).

The high genetic coefficient of variability was exhibited

in traits, marketable fruit yield per plant (40.91), number

of fruit per plant (35.87) and fruit length (30.15) indicates

the ample scope for the improvement of these characters

by the selection programme. The estimation of gcv alone

does not assess the amount of heritable variation which

can be studied by estimating heritability. Heritability

estimates were high for marketable fruit yield per plant,

days to appear first male flower, fruit length, 100- seed

weight and number of fruit per plant. According to Burton

(1952) a character having high gcv value with high
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heritability would be more valuable in the selection

programme. High heritability value couple with high to

magnitude value were observed for marketable fruit yield

per plant, number of fruit per plant, fruit length and number

of seeds per fruit there by indicating less environmental

influence on these characters.

Johnson et al. (1955) suggested that heritability

estimates in conjunction with genetic advance were

reliable in predicting the resultant effect for selecting the

best individual. The expected genetic advance expressed

in percentage of mean was high for characters such as

marketable fruit yield per plant, number of fruit per plant,

fruit length and number of seeds per fruit while, days to

appear first male flower, days to appear first female flower

and fruit diameter had low expected genetic advance

expressed in percentage of mean. Based on these findings

it was suggested that more emphasis should be given to

marketable fruit yield per plant, fruit length and number

of fruit per plant in selection programme aiming to improve

fruit yield in sponge gourd.
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